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Gender Bias in Internet Employment:
A Study of Career Advancement Opportunities 

for Women in the Field of ICT

INTRODUCTION

Women as individuals experience subtle
discrimination regarding career develop-
ment opportunities as evidenced by
research on the Glass Ceiling. This paper
looks at the ramifications of technology,
specifically the Internet, and how it affects
women’s career opportunities. Some ques-
tions explored are:

• Are women less likely to use technology
in their career development initiatives?

• How has the Glass Ceiling impacted
women in the technology field?

• Do women utilize networking as a
career enhancement strategy?

• Are women adversely affected by the use
of the Internet in securing employment?

• Does the use of Internet recruiting and
paperless HR departments adversely
impact women as candidates?

• Is the hierarchical male power structure
maintained by the increased use of tech-

nology by corporate recruiters and other
hiring managers?

Part one of the paper will discuss women
and technology in general including issues
of gender bias. It will examine the litera-
ture on women seeking careers in technol-
ogy and look at women’s use of technology
in their career development initiatives.
Part Two will explore aspects of the cor-
porate culture that impact the advance-
ment of women in ICT including the glass
ceiling, and how the Internet has impact-
ed the advancement of women. Part Three
will examine the question of recruitment
on line and ask if women are disadvan-
taged by paperless Human Resource
Departments. The authors will demon-
strate that for women to overcome gender
bias, the glass ceiling and resultant under
representation in upper level ICT man-
agement positions, there needs to be a
change in the educational and corporate
culture.
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Women as individuals experience subtle discrimination regarding career development opportunities as
evidenced by research on the Glass Ceiling. This paper looks at the ramifications of technology, specifi-
cally the Internet, and how it affects women’s career opportunities.
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WOMEN AND TECHNOLOGY

Are women less likely to use technology in
their career development initiatives? 

In order to best answer this question, it
is interesting to investigate the literature
on women pursing computing careers and
then to ascertain if and how women use

technology in the pursuit of career devel-
opment initiatives.

WOMEN AND COMPUTING
CAREERS

Research on first year university students
pursuing computing careers suggests that
gendered and gender differentiated views
of the computer industry exist and women
have stronger gender stereotypes than men
(Turner, 2002). Her findings confirm that
the perception of computer science as a
masculine field is valid (Van Oost, 2000)
and that university women continue to
have a low opinion of their technical
knowledge and skills, as identified in past
research (Stepulevage, 2001). She found
evidence of gender stereotyping when stu-
dents were asked to assign a gender to var-
ious disciplines of computing.
Stereotypical views of the softer disciplines
as female and the harder disciplines as male
were expressed confirming her prior
research (Turner, 2001). Her study revealed
that men saw most computer disciplines as
male and both sexes viewed multimedia,
desktop publishing, and word processing as
female. Women perceived the hard core
computing fields such as robotics, engi-
neering and systems architecture to be
masculine. (Turner, 2002).

Gendered and gender differentiated
views of the computer industry are detri-
mental to women, support gender discrim-
ination and sexism in the field, and may
contribute to fewer opportunities for
women in the computer industry. The fact
that women are underrepresented in the

field contributes to an uneven economic
playing field and raises ethical issues con-
cerning hiring practices. These stereotypes
have a deleterious effect on career choices
for women. “The process that begins dur-
ing education continues into the life of
work: the gender stereotypes influence the
choice and direction of career. Yet, there
are greater ramifications beside just the
choice itself. If these choices are influenced
by the stereotypes, they impact the way
technology is created and constructed. The
absence of women in areas of design of
technology, for example, omits a non-male
perspective in the creation process. If we
do not understand and evaluate this
process from more than a male perspective,
we inevitably harm others and put them at
a disadvantage.” (Turner, 2002). Developers
of ICT have an obligation to incorporate
the best creative energy available in order
to create the best products; this should
include an unbiased evaluation of all job
candidates irrespective of gender.

The problem of women and technology
as researched by Gorniak-Kocikowska has
roots in the history of the relation between
women and technology since the industrial
revolution. Her research also confirms that
women tend to value emotions, feeling,
community, and collaboration, areas that
tend to be underrepresented in the ICT
field. 

The research of Gorniak-Kocikowska
and Pakszys provides insight into why a
gender gap within ICT continues to exist
today. Women have greater professional
choices and may have less interest in ICT
in competition with other career fields.
Lack of early encouragement to pursue sci-
ence, math, and statistics of women engi-
neering graduates who do not work in the
field reflects this gap. Discrimination exists
in the male dominated ICT culture. “
There are still many ways of subtle and not
so subtle discrimination against women in
the workplace, and the ICT-related institu-
tions and organizations are not completely
free from it. The culture of ICT is defi-
nitely male-created and male-oriented. A
computer science lab might have as much a
macho atmosphere as did a 19th century
science lab.” (Gorniak-Kocikowska and
Pakszys, 2002). The perception of a male-
dominated ICT culture makes it less
attractive to goal-oriented women who
want equality from the start of their careers
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in the work place and the possibility of
advancement within that career.

In a survey developed for this study the
authors asked about gender discrimination
in the ICT field. Dan Winschel, Principle
at DRW Associates, a technical search firm
specializing in IT professionals, said that
discrimination does not exist in his opin-
ion. Winschel felt that many women want
part time or more flexible arrangements at
the point in their careers when they might
be candidates for a top ICT job and that is
the reason we don’t see many in upper level
management. The NSF Report on Women,
Minorities and Persons with Disabilities in
Science and Engineering: 2000, found that
balancing work and family responsibility
was the number one challenge facing
women scientists and engineers (71.4%)
(Rosser, 2003). A change in the corporate
culture that builds in flexibility might alle-
viate the drain of top women talent from
the industry. Winschel remarked that lower
level ICT positions sometimes have a need
for personal strength such as PC tech or
computer operator jobs that require lifting
printed material from high-speed printers
that run at 1500 pages per minute.
Hardware tech positions also can require
lifting computers and monitors that may
advantage men over women for these entry
ICT positions. Other managers, however,
responded that ICT is a “good ole boy net-
work with an attitude that keeps women
out of the male club”. One manager said “I
sent a qualified female applicant with 5
years experience for a job at the help desk.
She was better qualified and more mature
than the male that got the job. I feel it was
discrimination since the department is all
male.” Another perception of women in
the NSF study suggests that women are not
taken seriously as candidates for research
positions because they are perceived as a
better fit for teaching and service posi-
tions; consequently, they do not receive a
lot of support in the form of grants
(Rosser,2003).

There are many reasons why it is desir-
able for women to increase involvement in
ICT (Margolis and Fisher, 2002). Women
represent a market for computer products
and computer education. Since technology
is widespread, global, and pervasive, it can
create unfair advantages to those who
wield the economic power ICT represents
versus those who do not. It is desirable for

women to be represented within this
empowered group. With the advent of the
Internet and chat rooms, there has been an
increased interest among girls in comput-
ing technology. An update to the Report
Card on Gender Equity in 2002 indicates
that girls have closed the gap in math and
science and now in technology. Schools no
longer report differences in the numbers
of boys and girls on computers, and
Internet use is almost identical. (A Nation
Online, 2002). Girls are using computers
to IM their friends and shop, but continue
to be underrepresented in technology
careers. Research indicates that girls do
not lag behind in technology competence;
however, they are not attracted to the
standard programming class and report
technology jobs as uninspiring.
(Tech.savvy, 2000). The NSF publication
cites that undergraduate degrees for
women in computer science have dropped
from 37% in 1984 to 20% in 1999. In 2000
women received 29.3% of masters degrees
and only 16.2% of PhD’s in computer sci-
ence. It was even lower in engineering
(Rosser, 2003). These statistics translate
into fewer female role models and mentors
both in education and business. Changing
the educational climate for women in
technology will have a trickle up effect
into the corporate environment. How to
attract more women into the ICT field is
the subject of current research in the field
and beyond the scope of this paper. 

TECHNOLOGY AND 
CAREER ADVANCEMENT

Women, who eschew technology, limit
themselves to traditional job searches.
The Internet provides a wealth of infor-
mation about companies, hiring practices
and job opportunities to those with the
skills to access the information. Posting
resumes on Monster.com or searching job
postings on university websites can often
advantage a candidate for a job because of
the speed and easy communication paths
afforded by the Internet. The develop-
ment and use of computers bestows power
on the user and conversely, lack of power
for those who are not connected. Yet,
there may be a downside for women post-
ing resumes on Internet sites. Moor (1997)
speaks of computerized information as
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greased data and states, “ our challenge is
to take advantage of computing without
allowing computing to take advantage of
us. When information is computerized, it
is greased to slide easily and quickly to
many ports of call. This makes informa-
tion retrieval quick and convenient, but
legitimate concerns about privacy arise
when this speed and convenience lead to
the improper exposure of information.”
The resulting electronic footprints of
information collected for one purpose can
be used for another. Our privacy can be
invaded despite attempts to guard and
secure computerized information. 

Research done by Systers, an online
organization run by and for women in com-
puting, revealed that women may experi-
ence fear in participating in networking
chat rooms, online career groups, and even
job sites if they share concerns about confi-
dentiality. Women may be fearful of post-
ing resumes on the Internet, thereby
revealing contact information, lifestyle,
income and other personal attributes found
on a resume. In addition, although the
Systers list is supposedly private, “posting
information anywhere that one is dissatis-
fied with one’s job, and especially that one’s
company is sexist, could have a severe
impact on one’s career. Even posting such
things about a former employer could
affect how a person is seen by a potential
future employer.” (Lemons and Parzinger,
2001). 

CORPORATE CULTURE AND
GENDER BIAS

The culture of an organization reflects what
people habitually do in the particular envi-
ronment absent rules and regulations.
Several aspects of corporate culture impact
the advancement of women in ICT organi-
zations.

ICT and the Glass Ceiling

The glass ceiling phenomena was first
coined in a Wall Street Journal article in
1986, and continues to describe the lack of
upward mobility for women and minorities
into executive ranks in corporate jobs
today. The road to the top positions was
described as blocked by corporate preju-

dice and traditions resulting in lack of sup-
port for women and sponsors (mentors). In
1986, the biggest obstacle was labeled as
intangible; “men at the top feel uncom-
fortable with women beside them.”
(Hymowitz and Schellhardt, 1986). The
authors predicted that the glass ceiling
may be reduced in some fields but technol-
ogy was not one of them. “The caste sys-
tem undoubtedly will crumble more quick-
ly in some fields than in others. It may dis-
integrate within a decade in financial serv-
ices, insurance and retailing, where women
make up a third of all managers. It also
could happen relatively soon in banking
and communications, where sizable num-
bers of women hold top posts in middle
management. But in manufacturing and
technology companies, women are a long
way from the executive board room.”
(Hymowitz and Schellhardt, 1986). The
glass ceiling still exists almost 20 years
later and has led to a brain drain of women
exiting their corporations, starting their
own business or working at smaller compa-
nies. This poses a threat to corporations as
they lose experienced managers for lack of
promotion into high profile and profit
center based jobs.

The glass ceiling is a form of discrimi-
nation against women and contributes to
women’s lack of access to decision-mak-
ing and power in organizations. The
Federal Glass Ceiling Commission was
created in 1992 out of the Civil Rights
Act of 1991 to address the problem of
artificial and invisible barriers to women
and minorities. The study revealed that
the glass ceiling and the exclusion of
members of groups that are not white
males are detrimental to business success.
The report found that quality employees
are directly related to the bottom line in
business and the profitability of the
organization. Barriers are often subtle
such as gender stereotyping, lack of expe-
rience, and lack of top-level commitment
to equal employment opportunity. (Bell et
al, 2002). These barriers exist around the
world as fewer women hold higher rank-
ing jobs. Networking and mentoring are
potential solutions to the lack of women
in executive positions: 5 % in the U.S. and
6% in industrialized nations (Antol and
Izraeli, 1993). Does the Internet help in
this effort? We attempt to answer this
question below.

Gumbus and Grodzinsky: Gender Bias in Internet Employment
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CORPORATE CLIMATE AND
CAREER ADVANCEMENT

Gender equity benefits men as well as
women in the organization, and promotes
effective and ethical organizational behav-
ior (Maier, 1997). Corporate climates that
promote tolerance, support employee
growth and equity, support mentoring and
advancement, attract and retain key talent,
impact positive public image and company
success in the marketplace. Jackson
researched advancement opportunities
among women in middle management and
found barriers that impede women’s career
advancement to be perception and stereo-
typing, corporate climate, corporate cul-
ture and practices. Her study found that
there is a perception that men are better
suited for upper level management posi-
tions. She found little evidence of women
with a specific career path that identified
skills and knowledge needed in order to be
promoted. Most women felt that their
CEO was not committed to the advance-
ment of women. Her study supports the
Glass Ceiling Commission recommenda-
tions to provide skills and knowledge nec-
essary for senior jobs, challenging assign-
ments for minorities, commitment by the
CEO to reduce or remove the barriers to
advancement and to recruit and retain high
potential women (Jackson, 2001). In ICT
this would include: training in hardware
and software systems, developing analysis
and design skills, teaching managerial skills
to women with strong technical back-
grounds and then promoting them to proj-
ect manager positions. 

A study based on members of Systers
indicates that women enter the computing
field but exit or encounter obstacles to
advancement in the male culture of tech-
nology. The researchers advance three argu-
ments for obstacles to managerial positions
in IT. These are educational aspects and
family characteristics, corporate cultures
and sociological factors. (Lemons and
Parzinger, 2001). Trends of women entering
and exiting the IT field have resulted in
Wright’s Controlled Progress Theory to
explain why women leave IT more than
men due to corporate cultural pressures.
(Wright, 1996). A glass ceiling exists in IT
based on analysis of the percent of women
in high ranking IT positions. Women were
in only 7% of the top positions in the 500

leading IT users listed in Information
Week. The Society for Information
Management reported roughly 14%
women. (Lemons and Parzinger, 2001).

STRATEGIES TO BREAK THE
GLASS CEILING

Rather than approach breaking the glass
ceiling on an individual-by-individual, or
company-by-company basis, there needs to
be an overall industry commitment that
refutes the glass ceiling for the good of the
ICT community. Ragins et al found nine
career strategies that female executives used
to break the glass ceiling in their Catalyst
study of national female executives. The
five top strategies’ key to career success
were exceeding performance expectations, a
style comfortable for male managers, seek-
ing out challenging assignments, having
influential mentors, and networking with
influential colleagues. While four of these
strategies could apply to anyone seeking to
move up the corporate ladder, “seeking a
style comfortable for male managers”
smacks of subtle gender bias where women
may have to adapt a style that may be con-
trary to their own identity to make male
managers “comfortable” in order to get
ahead. Ragins study suggests that women
perceive the cultural fit and acceptance into
the culture as important factors. “In order
to meet this challenge, women may expend
considerable energy developing impression
management strategies to project an image
that runs counter to gender role expecta-
tions” (Ragins et al, 1998). The term impres-
sion management is defined as “efforts by
individuals to improve how they appear to
others” (Greenberg and Baron, 2003 ). 

Women in their study mentioned that an
important lesson was to mentor, network,
and build a team environment with other
women. (Ragins et al, 1998). Given the small
percentage of women in high ranking IT
positions and in hard-core computing and
engineering jobs in general, this is often dif-
ficult, if not impossible. Unfortunately, this
reflects the under representation of women
in technology education. We have an infi-
nite loop that will only be broken when the
culture changes. Women were more likely
than men to mention lack of political
awareness or ineffective leadership style as
holding them back while CEO’s responded
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that lack of general management or line
experience, not enough time in the
pipeline, male stereotyping and exclusion
from informal networks hampered
women’s advancement.

Meyerson and Fletcher promote the use
of incremental changes to impact the cor-
porate culture in order to chip away at bar-
riers that prevent women from advancing.
Their study indicated that barriers were
subtle, systemic, based on work practices
and cultural norms that appear unbiased
because they are entrenched in the culture
of the workplace. Typical corporate gender
initiatives of encouraging women to assim-
ilate, accommodating the unique needs of
women, sensitivity training and channeling
women into typical female jobs are all inef-
fectual in shattering the glass ceiling
(Meyerson and Fletcher, 2000). Their
study emphasized small wins that name the
discriminatory practice and subtle assump-
tions that are tied to the glass ceiling phe-
nomena. This created the possibility of
changing cultural patterns and norms to be
more inclusive of women. In the companies
profiled in their research, the small wins
were linked together to contribute and
reinforce the larger new system of equity in
the cultures studied. This approach helps
to fix the culture versus fixing the women
in the culture. “It’s not the ceiling that’s
holding women back; it’s the whole struc-
ture of the organizations in which we work:
the foundation, the beams, the walls, the
very air (Meyerson and Fletcher, 2000).

An in-depth interview with Pam, a
female ICT executive, confirmed some of
the points of the preceding study. The
interview revealed interesting insights into
the technology field as a career choice for
women. The interviewee has been in the
field since 1976 when she made a transition
from teaching high school math to a career
in computers. Although most young
women were not encouraged to enter a
technology field, she was already in a non-
traditional area of math, and attended a
symposium on using computers in the
classroom in 1975. Her 27-year career has
spanned many large U.S. and European
based companies such as Pirelli Tire, Black
& Decker and Unilever. She followed a tra-
ditional career path of moving from one
company to the next in order to secure pro-
gressively more responsible positions in the
ICT field. According to Pam, progressive

companies are driven by an inclusive cul-
ture that allows women to advance in the
field. Others are restrictive where the cul-
ture considers men to be more highly tech-
nical and promote men into senior posi-
tions. Pam described a firm where she was
unable to advance into the top position
because she was perceived as being less
technical than two men who were promot-
ed. The women were perceived as being the
better people managers and ran highly suc-
cessful project teams as project leaders,
however the men were promoted even
though their teams did not meet deadlines
and had disgruntled members. To her and
the other females at the company, the pro-
motion of the men sent a message of “you
need to be male and a geek in order to get
promoted. Women are more people orient-
ed and we aren’t getting promoted. The
male technical types are. Technical trans-
lates to male.” 

In contrast, she worked at other compa-
nies where “there are more women sitting
in offices – and not only in the human
resource department.” In these companies
a progressive culture encourages women.
This may be due to the fact that a top level
IT manager was female as well as other top
managers in the company. These firms also
had younger managers, and a woman man-
ager of hardware and networking infra-
structure. 

As Pam stated, “the path was there for
me to assume a director position in the
department if I wanted it. Women run into
roadblocks when the age of top manage-
ment is over 50 versus firms where the age
of top management is under 50. It’s not just
women at the top, but also a younger gener-
ation of managers who do not recognize nor
acknowledge the existence of a glass ceiling.
Their mothers may have faced a glass ceil-
ing, but not the daughters.” Slowly, things
are changing in some companies, but it is by
no means an industry wide phenomenon.

RECRUITMENT IN THE AGE
OF CYBERTECHNOLOGY

Research into employment in the age of
cyber technology reveals commonplace
topics such as automation, job displace-
ment, the use of expert systems, robotics
and the proliferation of virtual workplaces.
Much has been written about these issues

Gumbus and Grodzinsky: Gender Bias in Internet Employment
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and the resulting stress experienced by
workers whose jobs have been automated
or displaced by the computer. The ethical
issues of de-skilling and the social issues
surrounding worker alienation are abun-
dant. However, there is little research in
the area of the effect of the Internet on job
search strategy, and whether technology
poses a threat to established patterns of
securing employment. 

Employers carefully define applicants in
order to comply with applicant tracking
requirements, Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) report-
ing and as part of affirmative action plans.
Companies limit who is considered an
applicant by screens such as: current open-
ings, time limits on applications, applica-
tion for a specific job, those who complete
an application form or job screen inter-
views. The Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs (OFCCP) has estab-
lished requirements for who can be consid-
ered an applicant. The Internet poses new
challenges to this definition as candidates
increasingly respond to web sites with job
openings. Using electronic media to post
available jobs as well as receive applicants
has inherent ethical issues around selective
response to applicants. For example, it is
possible for HR departments to ignore
applicants that are obviously male or female
– in many instances it is impossible to iden-
tify gender by name alone. To prevent the
possibility of discrimination when applying
online, women may choose either to submit
a resume with initials instead of names to
avoid gender identification or to totally
hide all personal data. Searches by keyword
may also disadvantage women who have not
emphasized technology on their resumes.

HUMAN RESOURCE
RECRUITERS: SURVEY
RESULTS

Human resource managers were asked to
respond to the following questions in order
to assess the impact of technology on
recruitment practices as it affects women.
Informal interviews were conducted with
HR recruiters for high technology posi-
tions in the ICT, healthcare, telecommuni-
cations and pharmaceutical industries.
Executive ICT recruiters in private prac-
tice were also surveyed.

• Do you post positions on the web?
• What sites do you use?
• Are web, email and snail mail responses

treated differently? How?
• In your opinion, do candidates protect

their personal identity when submitting
a resume?

• Can you give examples of how someone
protected identity when using technolo-
gy to apply for a job?

• Are women as likely as men to use tech-
nology in searching for a job? Why?

All respondents use the web to post posi-
tions. Most frequently used sites are
Monster, Hotjobs, Ctjobs, CareerBuilder,
Flipdog, Execunet, Dice.com and career-
board.com plus specific company web sites.
Many recruiters use local sites that are spe-
cific to their market or are specific to the
type of position they are seeking.
Professional sites for engineers, sales/mar-
keting, Finance/ accounting or ICT are fre-
quently used to source candidates. For ICT
positions, Dice.com was mentioned as a job
specific site. Without networking, howev-
er, it may be less likely that one would be
aware of the more job specific sites.

Almost all respondents treat email and
web based applications differently from
snail mail. Only one respondent from the
healthcare industry handles paper resumes
and applications first. “They are in my face
and I can’t avoid them – I can let email sit
for days, and I am lax about going to our
web site to see if anyone has responded to
our job postings. It’s one more step and I
admit I’m not timely and don’t take

resumes off the site as often as I should.”
Everyone else not only prefers soft copy –
they refuse to handle paper. Some said they
ignore paper totally. “Unless their comput-
er is down, there’s something wrong if they
can’t email me a soft copy. I don’t want
them as an applicant unless they know
computer basics.”

Overwhelmingly, web and email are con-
sidered more convenient. “Email and web
responses are easily viewed and if relevant,
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forwarded to the hiring manager electroni-
cally. Snail mailed responses have to be
photocopied and may sit in a pile for sever-
al days before they are reviewed or for-
warded. “Best to email, unless you are writ-
ing to a networked hiring manager who
may have a significant interest in your
background for someone he or she knows
or for her own department or company.
Then, it is probably better to email and fol-
low-up with a snail mail  copy of your
resume and a thank you letter for their con-
sideration.”

Some recruiters responded that they
treat all applicants similarly because it is
against the law to do otherwise – however,
those candidates that respond the way they
are asked to respond in the ad (either via
web site or email) will have a quicker
response to their candidacy than someone
sending snail mail. One recruiter comment-
ed, “It has happened in the past, that the
job has been filled before the snail mail
applicants’ resume hits my desk. But then
that’s their problem for being so low tech.”

Recruiters felt that company sponsored
web sites are more trustworthy than open
job boards like Monster.com. Safeguards
can be taken with open job boards such as
using a fake name. Search agents provide
anonymity as well. Candidates can enter
their criteria and receive email alerts when
a job becomes available that matches the
criteria. Current employers can be trig-
gered so they are not sent a name and can-
didates can restrict the companies who
receive a resume. Recruiters felt that 70%
have name and contact information readily
available. The most common reason for
protecting identity is to keep the job search
private from an employer. One executive
ICT recruiter felt that candidates who
most frequently hide their identity are
those born outside the U.S., particularly the
Middle East, who feel that they may be dis-
criminated against. No gender issues were
revealed in the responses as to whether
candidates protect their identity. A high
tech recruiter in the telecommunications
industry felt that gender may have been
hidden by initials 10–15 years ago, but not
today. Examples of other issues of protect-
ing identity exist on resumes where the
candidate does not list his/her current
employer by name, but instead refers to
him/her as ‘A major manufacturer of digital
office equipment’ for example. “As far as

protecting identity, 99.9% put their name,
their own address, and phone/cell/email
address on their resume. Only 1 of 1000
resumes hid the name of the candidate’s
employer. It’s not professional nor is it nec-
essary.” 

The response to networking using email
or the Internet as an effective job search
strategy was overwhelmingly positive. Most
felt that 90% of their jobs and clients are as
a result of networking. A female recruiter
in the Tampa Bay area mentioned that
“every temporary on-site assignment I’ve
had (three different assignments ranging
from 3–6 months) resulted from network-
ing.” Another recruiter contacts well-net-
worked women when she has a job to fill.
She consistently starts with the most net-
worked woman she knows with a high tech
background who worked at AT&T, Lucent
and Octel. She emails her and asks her to
forward the email to anyone she knows
who may provide a lead for candidates.
Email and the Internet make this very effi-
cient and effective as a vehicle for spread-
ing the word quickly about a job opportu-
nity. Most recruiters felt that networking is
how they do their business in hiring people
for jobs.The Internet made it easier and
more efficient. Most felt that people of the
same gender network easier because they
have a common ground to begin the dialog. 

All survey respondents felt that women
are as likely as men to use technology when
searching for a job if they are comfortable
with technology. It was not felt to be a gen-
der issue as much as a technical one. Those
comfortable with technology use it to search
for a job; those who are not comfortable or
not technical will not use technology.

Pam, the IT female executive, feels that
younger women are more comfortable with
technology than their older female counter-
parts. She strongly agreed that both genders
will be increasingly disadvantaged if they
are not comfortable using technology in
their career and to find a job. Pam has
worked exclusively with a headhunter for
the past two decades who has guided her
career opportunities and placed her in vari-
ous positions in IT. He stated that there are
many fewer head hunters than 10 years ago,
and sees this as a shrinking field due to the
accessibility of technology and the Internet.
Today, candidates do not need the assis-
tance of a headhunter when they can access
the Internet and run their own job search
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using easily accessible job boards. Fewer
numbers of headhunters means you must
know how to use technology to secure a job.

THE FUTURE OF WOMEN
AND ICT CAREERS

As computers enter the home and work-
place in increasing numbers, we are faced
with the necessity to become highly techni-
cal “by necessity, not by choice” (Hafner,
2003). People are getting more technically
proficient because they have to in order to
gain and retain employment, and to utilize
broadband connections and inhouse net-
works. This expertise, according to Hafner,
“derives from economic necessity, as liveli-
hoods depend on the technical tools we
use. If my computer isn’t working, I equate
it directly to lost income.” The interdepen-
dencies that exist with technology in our
lives, and the continued proliferation of
features with increasing complexity, neces-
sitates a workforce that is increasingly
computer literate.  

Business organizations will experience
increased pressure to value diversity in
employment in order to attract a diverse
customer base in our increasingly global
marketplace. This trend should exploit the
talents represented by women and help
them gain access to the top positions in
organizations. Promotional opportunities
for women to break through the glass ceil-
ing in ICT include networking opportuni-
ties with other females, mentoring by sen-
ior women, assignments that are visible and
of high importance, and being technologi-
cally competent. Legislation and affirma-
tive action quotas do not easily mandate
ethical and equitable treatment regarding
assignments and high profile opportunities.
As we become increasingly dependent
upon technology in our lives, women must
have equal access and ability to manipulate
technology to advance their careers. In
addition, organizations should ensure that
their promotional opportunities are open
to all who have the potential to advance,
not just to those who are skilled at and
comfortable with using networking and
other impression management strategies.
In order to bridge the gender gap and
increase CEO awareness to issues facing
women, organizations should target high
potential women and assign positions that

have profit and loss accountability, use
objective performance appraisal criteria,
assign mentors, and implement flexible
policies that encourage work life balance
including job sharing and flexible job
design programs (Ragins et al, 1998). It is
only when the perception of the culture
changes that women will perceive equal
opportunities and equity in hiring and
advancement in the ICT field. 
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